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ABSTRACTTurkey has experienced consecutive financial crises in 2000 and 2001. The crisis of2001 was particularly far-reaching in terms of its impact, resulting in a major collapseof output and employment. It was also quite distinct in terms of its incomedistributional consequences in the sense that not only the wage earners, but allsections of society at varying degrees encountered its negative consequences. Thecrisis also provided an avenue for a new wave of neo-liberal restructuring with a majoremphasis on regulatory reforms. Turkey’s political economy in the post-2001 era isinvestigated on the basis of four key inter-related elements: the impact of the IMF andthe World Bank; the restructuring of the state’s relationship with the domesticfinancial sector especially through regulatory reforms; the opening up of Turkey toforeign direct investment; and the adoption of a wide range of reforms modelled on theEuropean Union, in line with the goal of entry into the EU. Indeed, the regional contextassociated with EU conditionality has provided the political focus of the process as awhole. A key hypothesis is that Turkey continues to be vulnerable in spite of the factthat the banking sector is much more tightly regulated in line with international normsduring the post-crisis era.
KEYWORDSGlobalization; state transformation; economic reforms; regulation; regional dynamics;International Monetary Fund.
INTRODUCTIONMajor macroeconomic crises have been an endemic feature of Turkey’s politicaleconomy (Onis¸ and Rubin, 2003). The post-1980 neo-liberal era has also not beenimmune to crises. The apparent success of the first phase was more than compensatedby three crises which have occurred over a time-span of less than a decade in 1994,2000 and 2001 respectively (Alper and Onis¸, 2003). Hence, we see a pattern which israther reminiscent of Latin American experiences. Crises have been costly, havingtypically been accompanied by a collapse of output and employment as well as strikingdeclines in real wages. Moreover, the wave of economic crises had costly politicalramifications leading to breakdown of democratic regimes, notably in 1960 and 1980(Benli Altunis¸ik and Tur, 2005). At the same time, however, these periodic crises havecreated an opportunity space or a possible opening for a radical break with theprevious model of accumulation. In 1980, Turkey was able to move from an inward-oriented model of industrialization to an export-led model following a major economiccrisis, although clearly a better alternative would have been to accomplish this
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transformation earlier as part of a deliberate choice by domestic political actors. Asimilar observation can be made in the context of the deepest crisis that Turkey hasrecently experienced, namely the crisis of February 2001. The crisis was unusuallysevere in terms of its consequences. At the same time, by dramatically highlighting theinherent deficiencies of Turkish version of neo-liberalism during the 1990s, it createdan important avenue for political change and economic transformation. Indeed, thepost-2001 era – the third phase of Turkish neo-liberal experiment – marks a dramaticpoint of departure from the earlier phase. The new phase is associated with theemergence of a regulatory state with significant political and distributionalconsequences.The primary objective of this paper is to underline the transformation that has takenplace by illustrating the ways in which Turkey’s political-economic landscape has beenreshaped by the combination of domestic and external dynamics in the aftermath ofthe crisis. Employing a structure-agency framework, the paper seeks to highlight thesocio-political processes at work that helped to shape the post-crisis restructuringprocess. The reaction to the 2000–01 crises was not simply due to external structuralconditions. A de facto, socio-political quasi-consensus that drew in several key actorsalso played a critical role. The following actors were active participants in the process:(a) the poor and the losers as well as the rich; (b) domestic political actors in the formof the changing party political constellation; (c) transnational/institutional actorsespecially the EU–US–International Monetary Fund (IMF) ‘triangle’; (d) key individualsin ‘strategic transnational positions’; (e) the regulatory agencies (which, despite beinginstitutions/structures, are made of crucial actors) capturing power from the oldetatist bureaucracies; (f) different fractions of capital (including big business,transnational corporations and most small firms); and (g) foreign investors and otherprivate external actors. A central claim of the paper is that for late industrializingcountries like Turkey in attempting to cope with the winds of financial globalization,the broad regional context in which they find themselves matters a great deal and hasan important bearing on the possible post-crisis trajectories. In the Turkish setting, itwas the combination of a major financial crisis and the possibility of EU membershipthat helped to create a suitable environment for the restructuring of the neo-liberalmodel in such away as to make it far more compatible with the objective of sustainedeconomic growth. The EU element was also crucial in terms of producing anenvironment conducive to democratic deepening and extension of civil and humanrights at a time when the crisis was naturally followed by tough IMF disciplines andclearly defined constraints on the redistributive capacities of the Turkish state.
ECONOMIC REFORMS, SUCCESSIVE FINANCIAL CRISES AND THE QUESTION OF
STATE CAPACITYThe relationship between neo-liberal globalization and the question of state capacity isa complex, bi-directional phenomenon (Hay, 2005; Phillips, 2005). The processes ofliberalization and de-regulation tend to limit the range of instruments available toindividual states to intervene in economic affairs. States are increasingly unable toutilize traditional instruments such as trade protectionism and capital controls. At thesame time, the new era requires a new kind of state, a kind of competition state whichpossesses the institutional and political capacity needed to be able to provide theappropriate regulatory framework for an outward-oriented, market-based
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development (Cerny, 1998). A major problem, which many emerging market countries,including Turkey, faced, was that their transition from the import-substitution modelto neo-liberal reforms was not accompanied by a parallel transition and institutionaladaptation from an inward-oriented developmentalist state to an outward-orientedcompetition state. The logic of the ‘Washington Consensus’, which constituted thepredominant line of thinking in the early wave of reforms implemented in thedeveloping world, assumed that once markets were liberalized, the legal andinstitutional counterpart of the market would naturally follow. Countries like Turkey,which have embraced the logic of the Washington Consensus rather uncritically, havebeen negatively affected in the process. In the Turkish case, the weakness of statecapacity was evident in the failure to achieve macroeconomic stability. The prematuretransition to full capital account openness in 1989 without the necessary regulatoryframework and fiscal and monetary discipline, in turn, has generated a fragile, lop-sided pattern of development, heavily dependent on inflows of speculative short-termcapital. The failure to develop regulatory state capacity, in line with the needs of amore liberal financial and capital account environment, has been costly for Turkey,resulting in three consecutive crises.The major financial crises experienced in 2000 and 2001 have, in turn, provided anappropriate context for a process of rebuilding state capacity and created a basis forthe emergence of a kind of ‘competition state’ which was largely lacking during theprevious two decades of the neoliberal experiment. The international context was onceagain crucial in this delayed transition. The emerging ‘Post-Washington Consensus’environment of the late 1990s meant that international organizations such as the IMFbecame more sensitive to issues relating to institutional reforms than has been thecase in the past (Onis¸ and S¸enses, 2005). This sensitivity has, in turn, been translatedto a re-definition of the concept of conditionality with greater attention being paid toinstitutional and regulatory reforms moving beyond a simple-minded pre-occupationwith trying to impose short-term macroeconomic discipline at all cost. However, thenotion of the competition state promoted by institutions like the IMF is alsonecessarily limited insofar as it places a disproportionate emphasis on the regulatory
role of the state, thereby minimizing the important role that states can play in therealms of development and income distribution. Recent financial crises raise interestingquestions in the context of the structure–agency debate in international politicaleconomy (Beeson and Bell, 2005; Pauly, 2005). In analyzing the process of post-crisisadjustment, the structural environments in which countries find themselves clearlymatter. For example, in the case of Turkey, the geo-strategic and regional context thatthe country has found itself in 2001, involving close ties to the US and the EU, wasimportant in terms of creating opportunities for re-building state capacity andemerging from a deep financial crisis in a relatively smooth manner. At the same time,the nature of such external ties combined with the country’s debt burden placed clearrestrictions over the possibilities of using heterodox instruments such as the use ofwidespread capital controls or adopting a more radical option, such as negotiatingdirectly with external creditors. Structural explanation alone, however, cannot accountfor the post-crisis trajectories that emerge in different national settings. One needs totake into account the role of agency and the role of political and policy actors and theirspecific responses to the opportunities presented and to the constraints imposed bythe specific structural environments in which they operate in shaping the possiblepost-crisis outcomes.
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IDENTIFYING POINTS OF RUPTURE IN TURKISH NEO-LIBERALISM: THE
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 2001 CRISISThe 1990s corresponded to the second phase of Turkey’s neo-liberal reforms.Altogether, it was an unhappy period marked by deep political instability andrecurrent economic crises. Turkey was fully exposed to the risks of financialglobalization following the decision to establish full currency convertibility in August1989. The fact that Turkey was exposed to financial globalization in the presence ofsevere macroeconomic instability and a weakly regulated financial system helped tocreate a fragile and lop-sided pattern of development, whereby growth becamedependent on inflows of highly speculative and reversible flows of short-term capital.A series of unfavorable influences such as the virtual civil war conditions in the south-eastern part of the country until 1999 with the inevitable drain on public resources, amassive earthquake in the summer of 1999 as well as a volatile external environmentcharacterized by successive financial crises in several emerging markets helped toaggravate the underlying disequilibria in the Turkish economy (Alper and Onis¸, 2003;Cizre and Yeldan, 2005; Demir, 2004).Certainly, there were attempts to reverse the bleak picture well before the onset of the2001 financial crisis. The IMF was involved following the first crisis of the neo-liberalera in early 1994. The standard package of fiscal and monetary discipline coupled witha drastic depreciation of the Turkish lira helped to ‘re-equilibrate’ the Turkisheconomy, at least in the short-run, by helping to boost exports, compressing importsand attracting a new wave of inflows of foreign capital into the economy. Yet, the 1994crisis was not deep enough in terms of its impact, even though real wages declinedconsiderably after the crisis, to generate deepseated structural changes in the Turkisheconomy. Following the smooth recovery from the crisis, many of the key elements ofthe disequilibrium that characterized the early 1990s, such as huge budget deficits,chronic rates of inflation and heavy dependence on short-term capital inflows,remained intact. Weak coalition governments continued to finance large budgetdeficits via heavy borrowing. Major industrial corporations and banks adoptedthemselves to this perverse environment and increasingly made their profits bylending to the government at high rates of interest to finance the growing budgetdeficits. Indeed, the IMF itself contributed to instability by initiating blanketguarantees to the banking sector in 1994. The deposit insurance program with its100% guarantee has been one of the reasons behind excessive risk-taking and moralhazard problems prior to the 2000–01 crises.The Customs Union Agreement (CUA) with the EU, which became effective at the endof 1995, constituted an important turning point for the Turkish economy in terms ofaccelerating the momentum of the trade liberalization process, helping to exposedomestic industry to greater external competition, as well as helping to initiate animportant set of regulatory reforms (Hoekman and Togan, 2005). The setting up of theCompetition Board was an example of a direct outcome of the conditionality associatedwith the signing of the CUA. The problem with the CUA, however, was that without thepromise of full EU membership, it failed to provide a sufficiently powerful externalanchor to be able to accomplish a massive transformation of Turkey’s economic andpolitical system. The EU environment that Turkey was confronted with in the mid-
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1990s was much less favorable compared with its east-European counterparts such asPoland and Hungary. Turkey did not have any access to financial resources under theCUA because of the Greek veto and, given the absence of an explicit promise of full-membership, the policy-makers lacked the kinds of incentives necessary to pressahead with large-scale economic and political reforms1.At the same time, there was a clear realization that the economy was on anunsustainable course and a crisis would break out sooner or later if the situationcontinued to remain unchecked. Consequently, a standby agreement was concludedwith the IMF in December 1999 which was a novel phenomenon in the sense thatTurkey, for the first time in its post-war history, was willing to accept IMF disciplinesin the absence of an explicit crisis. The IMF program was also important in the sensethat it was much more than a traditional program of fiscal stabilization. The programentailed important long-term structural and institutional reforms, such as the need toregulate the banking system through the setting up of an independent regulatoryauthority. Clearly, the IMF program of 1999 reflected the influence of the new thinkingassociated with the emerging ‘Post-Washington Consensus’ and the learning processthat the IMF has been experiencing since the Asian Crisis in September 1997. Hence, itis important to emphasize that an important learning process had been taking place inTurkey prior to the massive breakdown of 2001. In retrospect, however, severalfactors have restricted the pace and magnitude of this transformation process. Firstly,the IMF was not in a politically powerful position to impose its institutional reformsgiven that the economy was not in an explicit crisis situation. Added to this, theamount of support provided to the program was quite limited, being in the region of $4billion (Onis¸ and Rubin, 2003). Secondly, the coalition government that came to officein 1999 was dominated by a mixture of right- and left-wing nationalist elements whosesupport base was mainly low income groups in urban and rural areas who werebasically losers of the neo-liberal restructuring process. Clearly, this kind ofgovernment was lukewarm in its approach to key elements of the IMF package andfailed to display the kind of commitment needed to implement the key elements of theprogram such as privatization of large state enterprises such as the Turk Telecom,reduction in agricultural subsidies as a key element of budgetary discipline and theregulation of the banking and financial system. Hence, a certain kind of stalemateemerged where the IMF was trying to impose certain institutional reforms but did notenjoy the kind of autonomy needed over national political actors to apply thesereforms to the fullest extent possible.At the same time, one needs to point out the inherent flaws in the design of the IMFprogram itself. Programs based on exchange rate stabilization have exercised adestabilizing influence in several cases by contributing to overvalued exchange ratesand rising current account deficits in environments where the authorities have notbeen successful in reducing inflation at the expected pace (Calvo and Vegh, 1999;Lustig and Ros, 1999). Indeed, the rising current account deficit which constituted akey element of vulnerability leading up to the twin crises in Turkey was, in part, areflection of the negative consequences of this kind of exchange rate-basedstabilization.Two other important points of rupture deserve emphasis before turning our attentionto 2001 and beyond. The announcement of Turkey’s candidacy at the Helsinki Summit
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of the European Council in December 1999 was an important landmark. Nevertheless,the real impact of the EU decision on the economy came at a later stage, notably afterthe crisis. The delay in the impact of the EU decision was, in part, due to the fact thatthe focus of the EU in the early stages was much more on the political front, and therewas a certain tendency to delegate the implementation of the economic components ofthe Copenhagen criteria to the IMF as part of an implicit division of labor between thetwo key external actors. The second important point was that the first of the twincrises took place in November. While the November crisis clearly highlighted theweaknesses in the Turkish economy, particularly in the realm of private banks, thecrisis was largely interpreted as a ‘liquidity crisis’ which could have been averted if theIMF could have been more flexible and had allowed the Central Bank to inject moreliquidity into the system.The February crisis of 2001 was far more dramatic in terms of its impact. The verydepth of the crisis signaled the inherent structural deficiencies of the economy, notablyin the realm of public banks, which could not be simply eliminated by pumpingadditional liquidity into the system. A novel element associated with the most recentcrisis was that all sections of society, rich and poor, educated and uneducated, werenegatively affected, though at varying degrees. This made a sharp contrast with theprevious crises where the share of the burden had fallen almost exclusively on wageearners and other low income groups. Unemployment increased by a massive figure ofone million and the collapse of output was accompanied by widespread bankruptcies,particularly in the realm of small firms. The banking sector felt the impact of the crisisin a drastic manner and had to respond by a severe cutback in skilled workforce. Evenlarge conglomerates experienced a pronounced reduction in their profit margins2.The political impact of the crisis was also quite profound in the sense that domesticpolitical actors and notably the parties that constituted the incumbent coalitiongovernment emerged as the main targets for criticism. Indeed, the two dominantmembers of the coalition government, the leftnationalist, the Democratic Left Party(the DSP), and the ultra-nationalist, the Nationalist Action Party (the MHP) of the far-right vintage, were effectively discredited and marginalized by the time of the earlygeneral elections of November 2002. A major political impact of the crisis was to wipeout all the established political parties of the left and the right of the political spectrumrepresented in the parliament. This paved the way for the emergence of a new politicalparty, the Justice and the Development Party (the AKP), a party with Islamist roots, butmore moderate in its outlook compared with its predecessors, to occupy the centerstage in Turkish politics. The crisis seemed to bring into the forefront the inherentdeficiencies and the corrupt practices of the existing mainstream political parties. Italso effectively signaled the end of latest phase of coalition politics which had beenassociated with severe economic and political instability. What is striking about theTurkish experience is that the IMF did not become a centerpiece of criticism, althoughthere were certainly criticisms stemming from intellectual circles pointing towardsmistakes on the part of the IMF in the period leading up to the twin crises. There werealso sporadic popular protests targeted against the IMF, but certainly not the kind ofmassive wave protests that occurred in Argentina, for example. Unlike Latin America,the crises in the Turkish context did not lead to the kind of discrediting of internationalinstitutions such as the IMF that we observe in the Argentina or indeed in many othernational contexts both in Latin America and East Asia (Onis¸, 2006; Vanden, 2004).
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This is all the more ironic in the sense that both crises in Turkey occurred at a timewhen the IMF program was actually being implemented. Indeed, the IMF emerged as amore powerful actor in the Turkish setting in the post-crisis context and the ability ofthe IMF to press ahead with its reform process, overcoming the resistance of nationalpolitical actors and domestic interest groups, was considerably enhanced in theprocess.
FROM A LATIN AMERICAN TO EASTERN EUROPEAN STYLE ADJUSTMENT: THE
TRANSFORMATIVE IMPACT OF THE EUIn the Turkish context, the structural environment shaped the opportunity spaceavailable to domestic political actors in the post-crisis era and placed restrictions overthe set of policy choices available. A key element of the structural environment in thepost-crisis era was the concrete prospect of EU membership. This, in itself, was animportant source of pressure for reform which even a nationalistically inclinedcoalition government with weak commitment to reform could ultimately not resist.Indeed, some of the major legislation in the direction of expanding the domain of civiland human rights was undertaken during the final months of the coalition governmentby August 2002. There is no doubt that EU conditionality was a critical variable ininfluencing the path of post-crisis adjustment. It would have been extremely difficultfor a country like Turkey to undertake dramatic reforms on the democratization frontin the midst of a major economic crisis, if an explicit EU anchor was not available.Another structural variable of key importance involved the approach of theinternational financial community. In this context, the role of the IMF should beexamined in line with the foreign policy objectives of the US. Certainly, given its geo-strategic position, Turkey was considered to be a pivotal country from the point ofview of US foreign policy. Turkey benefited from its geo-strategic location, involving itsvicinity to the troubled region of the Middle East, whose importance became evenmore important in the post-September 11 global context. What is significant is that theIMF was able to devote resources on a much larger scale compared to the meageramounts allocated in the pre-crisis context.3 The amount of financial assistance notonly rendered the IMF far more powerful in the policy space, but also allowed Turkeyto ride over the crisis much more smoothly than would otherwise have been the case.It makes much more sense to think of the US–IMF–EU triangle in discussing theopportunity space available to Turkey during the post-crisis era. Certainly, US foreignpolicy objectives involved not only a commitment to ride Turkey out of the crisisthrough IMF assistance but also a long-term commitment to Turkey’s eventual EUmembership. The US interest in Turkey was also motivated by the desire to set anexample of democracy in an Islamic context. The US has played an important role inpromoting the case for Turkish membership of the EU. The underlying motive for thiswas that Turkey, as a pivotal state in an otherwise troubled region, could only becomepolitically and economically stable if it was firmly anchored in Western institutions. Inthis context, the EU appeared to provide the kind of long-term institutional anchor thatwas needed in terms of promoting stability and breaking down long-standingresistance to reform in Turkey’s domestic political arena.The EU, progressively from 2001 onwards, became an important anchor for economicreform in the Turkish context. Policy-makers realized that the rising confidence ofbusiness actors, both domestic and international, increasingly rested on the ability to
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press ahead with both the economic and political components of the Copenhagencriteria. In a way, Turkey benefited from the presence of a double external actor. TheEU and IMF conditionality became interlocked in the sense that the incentivesprovided by the EU in the direction of eventual membership rendered the task ofimplementing IMF disciplines easier. At the same time, the ability of the policy-makersto implement politically difficult democratization reforms, such as the elimination ofthe death penalty and the recognition of minority rights, was facilitated by theperception of key segments of national and transnational capital that political reformswere important for the long-term stability of the economy. In other words, the politicalelements of the Copenhagen criteria, involving democratic deepening and theimplementation of the rule of law, were increasingly seen as the key to a stablebusiness environment which would provide a stronger degree of protection for theirinvestments than has hitherto been the case. The crisis of 2001 rendered the prospectof eventual membership all the more important given the material attractions of theEU for the ordinary citizens in the midst of severe economic hardships. This, in turn,created a rising momentum for reform, as vague promise of membership increasinglyturned into a concrete promise of opening up accession negotiations in the critical EUCouncil meetings held in Copenhagen in December 2002 and in Brussels in December2004. The latter was, indeed, critical in terms of confirming the EU’s commitment tostart off the process of accession negotiations, although there was every indication thatthe negotiation process for Turkey would be more open-ended than for othercandidate countries in Southern and Eastern Europe. The fact that the EU anchor hasbecome more visible and tighter in the course of the 1999–2004 period has clearlyhelped to boost the prospects for investment and helped to generate growing interestin the Turkish economy on the part of long-term foreign investors. The realbreakthrough in the Turkish economy in terms of foreign direct investment (FDI)flows and large-scale privatization occurred in the course of 2005, once the opening upof accession negotiations emerged as a concrete possibility.Structural explanations are important, but cannot provide the whole story withouttaking into account the response of key actors to the structural environments withinwhich they operate. In the Turkish context, it is important to draw attention to the roleof two key actors in shaping the post-crisis trajectory: the role played by KemalDervis¸, as the Minister responsible for the economy in the coalition government andthe role performed by the AKP government following the elections of November. Thecase of Dervis¸ clearly illustrates the importance of policy actors with significantlinkages to the transnational financial community in terms of facilitating smoothadjustment in post-crisis environments. Dervis¸ was brought into the government inthe immediate aftermath of the crisis as an above politics technocrat to coordinate theadjustment process. His professional background as a highly successful top leveleconomist at the World Bank over a span of three decades was particularly importantin terms of generating confidence and credibility, for the kind of reform program thatneeded to be implemented, on the part of both domestic business and transnationalfinancial community. Arguably, in the absence of a transnational policy entrepreneursuch as Dervis¸, it would have been far more difficult to secure sustained assistance ona large scale from international financial institutions. Dervis¸ also played an importantrole in helping to internalize the reform package implemented under the auspices ofthe IMF (Dervis¸, 2005).
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The role played by the AKP government deserves serious consideration. In spite of thefact that much of its traditional support base was in conservative, rural segments of theTurkish society and despite its Islamist leaning, the AKP government, to the surprise ofmany, has adopted a strong reformist orientation. In fact, it has displayed a far greaterdegree of commitment to fiscal discipline and EU-related political and economicreforms than any other Turkish political party to date. It would be misleading to giveall the credit to the AKP in the sense that the reform processes both on the economicand the political fronts were well under way during the final stages of the coalitiongovernment. Nevertheless, if the elections had produced a different outcome, themomentum of the reform process would most probably have been lost under thejurisdiction of a different government. The AKP has benefited from being a single partyin government. Its domain for action would have been considerably constrained, if itwas forced to enter into a coalition with one of the major center-left or center-rightparties.This brings us to the question of whether there was a real possibility of Turkeyfollowing a radically heterodox path at any stage as Argentina did, for example,from2003 onwards (O¨ nis¸, 2006). Certainly, the structural environment in whichTurkey found itself in the post-crisis period with its heavy debt burden accumulatedover time, its geo-strategic position, its close relations with the US and its strongEuropean orientation would have placed severe constraints on the ability of anyTurkish government to follow a radically heterodox course which would not be in linewith the demands of the transnational financial community. One should not forget,however, that the reform coalition in Turkey embodied a strong domestic component.Domestic business; not necessarily large conglomerates but also small and medium-sized businesses were broadly in favor of the kinds of economic and political reformspromoted by the IMF and the EU. For domestic business, the combination of politicaland economic reforms constituted the means for establishing a rule-based economy,thereby transcending the highly unstable and perverse patterns of development of theprevious era where economic success largely depended on clientelistic political tiesand easy access to state favors. Nonetheless, one should not automatically rule out thepossibility of a different scenario with Turkey turning inwards and following a moreheterodox path. The failure on the part of the EU to promise full-membership after1999, weak commitment on the part of the IMF to support the recovery process after2001, similarly policy reversals on the part of policy actors who lacked firmcommitment to the reform process would no doubt have dramatically altered the post-crisis trajectory of Turkey’s political economy.The crisis in the Turkish setting in 2001 was not accompanied by Argentine-styleviolent societal protests which could have rendered the task of implementing anorthodox, IMF-style adjustment far more difficult. The reasons for the absence ofwidespread popular protests in the Turkey are quite complex. The followinghypotheses may be relevant. Certainly, the strength of informal ties and familynetworks have rendered an East European style ‘exit’ strategy more viable comparedwith a Latin American style ‘voice’ strategy.4 The fact that labor unions, in particular,and popular sector organizations, in general, have been weakened over the course ofneo-liberal restructuring has also helped to counteract the emergence of a unifiedresistance towards transnational financial actors. The presence of the EU as anintervening variable was important in the sense that significant components of the
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Turkish public saw orthodox, IMF style reforms as an instrument for attaining EUmembership and its associated material benefits. One should also take into accountthat the democratization component of EU reforms created significant benefits forlarge segments of the population in terms of expanding the domain of civil and humanrights. Hence, Turkey in the post-1999 era found itself on an East European pathwhere neo-liberal restructuring and democratization process have moved hand inhand with the EU playing a key role in this process, whereas its experience in the pre-1999 era was more reminiscent of Latin American patterns.
ELEMENTS OF THE NEW PHASE OF NEO-LIBERAL RESTRUCTURINGThe new phase of neo-liberal restructuring in the aftermath of the 2001 crisis involveda mixture of re-regulation and de-regulation (Table 1). In retrospect, the new phaserepresented a radical point of departure from the earlier phases in terms of improvingthe regulatory capacities of the Turkish state. This was particularly evident in thecontext of the state’s ability to impose tight fiscal and monetary discipline whichcertainly constituted a novel development in the sense that even the best phase ofTurkish liberalism, the Ozal era of the early and the mid-1980s, was characterized bypartial and incomplete stabilization. The huge public sector deficits and the associatedchronic rates of inflation that characterized the Turkish economy in the late 1980s andthroughout the 1990s have been costly not only in terms of their negative effects ondomestic and foreign investment but also in terms of their income distributionalconsequences with weak and underprivileged segments of society emerging as clearlosers in an environment of high inflation. Turkey has been able to meet the tightbudgetary requirements of the IMF in the post-2001 period with the result thatinflation has been reduced to single digit levels for the first time for over threedecades. Rising confidence in the credibility of government commitment tostabilization and reform has been accompanied by falling real rates of interest,signaling a significant improvement in investor confidence. Indeed, a significant surgeof private investment, both domestic and foreign, has been at the heart of the strongrecovery process that the Turkish economy has experienced since 2001 which becameeven more pronounced during the tenure of the AKP government from early 2003onwards (Table 2).

Table 1 Key elements of the post-crisis policy regimeElements of re-regulation • Fiscal discipline through improving the transparency andaccountability of the budgetary process; improvement oftax administration.• Strengthening the autonomy of the Central Bank throughlegal protection.• Enhancing the autonomy of the Bank Regulatory andSupervisory Agency (BRSA), much tighter regulation of thebanking and financial system.• Strengthening the position of autonomous regulatoryagencies in several areas of the economy including energyand telecommunications.• Greater transparency in the privatization process.
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Elements of de-regulation • Further liberalization in the economy such as the removalof state monopoly in electricity and tobacco production.• Reduction of the corporate tax rate.• Reducing administrative barriers to FDI.• Reduction of agricultural subsidies.• Revitalization of the privatization program.
Source: Canakci (2005).The improvement of regulatory capacities of the Turkish state was also backed up bykey institutional reforms. For example, the legal changes introduced in 2001 enhancedthe autonomy of the Central Bank, which was important in terms of the government’sability to adopt a strong antiinflationary stance and resist popular pressures forpopulist expansionism which had been a striking element of the earlier phases ofTurkish neoliberalism (Bakir, 2007). In fact, the new phase could be described as anera where new regulatory institutions started to occupy the center stage in Turkey’spolitical economy, clearly backed by an all-powerful IMF in the aftermath of a costlycrisis. Powerful regulatory bodies made their presence felt in key sectors of theeconomy (Table 1). Perhaps the most striking and publicized of such regulatoryinstitutions was the Bank Regulatory and Supervisory Authority (BRSA). Although theBRSA had been set up in 1999 prior to the onset of the crisis, it was largely ineffectivegiven the powerful resistance of bank lobbies against any kind of strong regulatoryaction. However, in the aftermath of the crisis, the power and autonomy of the BRSAexpanded considerably. The positive effect of this development has been a significantimprovement in the regulation of the banking system in line with international norms(Tukel et al., 2006). By 2005 most commentators would argue that the banking systemwas far more robust and much less vulnerable to a possible crisis than has been thedecade during the previous phase (World Bank, 2006). On the negative side, theexperience of the BRSA and other similar public bodies raised certain question marksagainst the accountability and their compatibility with a democratic and participatorypolitical system. One could also detect improvements in other areas such as thegovernment’s ability to collect taxes and improvement in the provision of publicservices with the qualification that a large informal sector and considerable taxevasion continue to be dominant characteristics of the economy.
Table 2 Key indicators of macroeconomic performance: a comparison of pre- andpost-crisis phasesIndicator Pre-crisis Post-crisisGrowth Slow and fragile High and more likely to besustainable; yet, growth continuesto be heavily dependent onfavorable external dynamicsrepresenting a line of continuitywith the previous era; domesticsavings, gross fixed capitalformation and domestic credit toprivate sector as a proportion ofGDP have fallen below pre-crisis
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averages highlighting the leastimpressive dimension of post-crisis performanceInflation Chronically highand variable Low; reduced to single digit levelsBudget deficit Very large Considerably reduced; largeprimary surplus; in line with theIMF targets of 6.5%; close toMaastricht requirementsBanking sectorPerformance Poor Significantly improvedDebt–GNP Unusually large Large, but significantly reducedDependence onshort-termcapital High Still high, but risks of crisisconsiderably reduced due to animproved macroeconomicenvironment and tighterregulationof the banking systemCurrent accountDeficit Large Large in spite of a significantincrease in exportsInflows of foreignDirect investment Limited Significant increase with a certaintime-lagPrivatization Limited Significant increase again with acertain time-lagProductivityimprovement as asource of growth Weak Strong
Source: State Planning Organization, Main Economic Indicators.The radical improvement in the investment environment for foreign investorsconstituted one of the most striking elements of the new phase (Canakci, 2005). Amajor characteristic of Turkish neo-liberalism has been a perennial inability to attractforeign direct investment on a significant scale. The failure to attract FDI could, in part,be accounted for by a highly unstable macroeconomic and political environment,particularly in the context of the 1990s.Weak legal protection for foreign investors aswell as administrative barriers resulting in lengthy delays in obtaining investmentpermits also had a negative influence over investment behavior (Foreign InvestmentAdvisory Service, 2001a, 2001b). The resistance to large-scale privatization and toforeign direct investment has become parallel processes and the legal battles resultingin the reversals of some of the key privatization deals involving the sale of state assetsto foreigners by the Constitutional Court, for example, had led to a certain lack ofconfidence on the part of foreign investors. The result was both limited FDI and limitedprivatization with a negative effect on the overall performance of the Turkisheconomy.The vicious cycle of the 1990s, however, was turned into a virtuous cycle after 2001.Foreign investors benefited not only from an improvement in the overallmacroeconomic and macro political environment, but also from the changes in the
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incentive structure involving an improvement in legal protection, reduction inadministrative barriers to investment, and more recently in the context of 2005, from asignificant reduction in the corporate tax rate. The outcome of this radical shift inincentives was not only a significant increase in the quantity of FDI flowing into theTurkish economy, but also a major increase in privatization revenues with the yearamounting to $8.5 billion in 2005, which is very close to revenues collected fromprivatization over the 1986–2004 period as a whole.From a political economy perspective, the important changes outlined naturallyimplied significant shifts of power among the key actors involved. A major shiftinvolved was clearly a significant increase in the power and influence of externalactors. Not only had the powers of the IMF and the EU, but also the influence of privateexternal actors, expanded considerably. This tendency, for example, became visible inthe banking sector with a noticeable increase in the degree of foreign participation inthe sector in the post-crisis era. The second important shift of power occurred withinthe state apparatus itself with regulatory institutions experiencing a considerableexpansion in their powers and autonomy at the expense of other state institutions.Thirdly, the larger domestic firms or conglomerates were able to overcome the crisismore easily than their smaller counterparts and appeared to have benefiteddisproportionately from the improvement in the macroeconomic and regulatoryenvironment in the post-crisis era. It is also interesting that the crisis accelerated theprocess of transnationalization of major Turkish conglomerates, a process which hadeffectively gained momentum with the signing of the Customs Union in the mid-1990s.In the post-2001 era, an increasing number of Turkish conglomerates enjoyedexpanding operations in neighboring countries such as Romania, Bulgaria and Russia.What is striking is that their individual fortunes seem to become progressively lessdependent on their operations within their own national space. These are significantdevelopments pointing towards a new stage in Turkey’s globalization process withpotentially serious economic and political ramifications.
THE NEW PHASE AND PROSPECTS FOR SUSTAINABLE GROWTH: ECONOMIC AND
POLITICAL CHALLENGESThe recovery process of the Turkish economy in the post-2001 era is rather impressiveand the fact that rapid growth has been taking place in the context of very low rates ofinflation makes one even more optimistic regarding its sustainability over time. Yet,this optimism needs to be qualified in a number of important respects. First, it is tooearly to reach the conclusion that Turkey is on a sustainable growth path. It is typicallythe case that countries which experience a deep crisis tend to bounce back swiftly. Acloser analysis suggests that there continue to be elements of vulnerability which mayreverse the optimistic scenario outlined so far. In spite of the fact that the heavyburden has been reduced due to a combination of fiscal discipline and gross nationalproduct (GNP) growth, the debt–GNP ratio continues to be high and adversedevelopments regarding growth or ability to sustain fiscal discipline may aggravate thedebt situation with potentially negative consequences.Investment rates and domestic credit to the private sector have been disappointinglylow. In this respect, 2001 does not represent a structural break. In particular, grossfixed capital formation, domestic credit to the private sector and domestic savings
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rates did actually fall since 2001. The share of credit to the private sector as a share ofgross domestic product (GDP) fell from an average of 24% during 1996–2000 to 21%in 2004. Gross fixed capital formation declined from24% during 1996–2000 to 18% in2004 and 20% in 2005. These figures are below the 25% minimum that United NationsConference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) (2003) has identified as therequired threshold to generate high and sustained growth in middle-incomedeveloping countries. The main impetus for growth in the post-2001 era clearlyoriginates from favorable external dynamics as opposed to adequate domestic savingsand investment performance. Third, the balance of the payments structure signalspossible dangers. In spite of an impressive export performance during the recent era, alarge current account deficit persists. The large current account deficit is a reflection ofthe economy’s high propensity to import. A recovery of consumer spending in this kindof environment is immediately translated into a rise in demand for consumer goodsimports. In addition, the export sector itself continues to display a high degree ofdependence on imported intermediate and capital goods. Turning to the capitalaccount, in spite of the strong surge in FDI in the post-crisis era, inflow of short-termcapital continues to be an important element, and this item, in part, has contributed tothe economic recovery process. Hence, the combination of a large current accountdeficit and continued dependence on short-term capital inflows suggests that onecannot automatically rule out the possibility of yet another speculative attack leadingto another costly financial crisis, even though the economy, in general, and the bankingand the financial system, in particular, appear to be far more resilient against such apossible crisis5. This brings us naturally to the strength of external anchors. Providedthat a financial crisis is avoided in the new era, the IMF will continue to be a temporaryanchor up to the end of the current monitoring program, which is scheduled to end in2008. Far more critical, therefore, is the permanent anchor provided by the EU. Thefact that the relationship between Turkey and the EU has reached the stage of openingup formal negotiations for full membership, with the confirmation of this decision inOctober 2005, is a sign that the powerful EU anchor is likely to exercise a powerfulstabilizing influence over the next decade. The virtuous scenario in this context is thatthe pro-reform coalition will be strengthened and Turkey will continue to attract highlevels of FDI and continue on a high growth path which will enable it to contain thepotentially serious distributional conflicts that are likely to manifest themselves duringthe course of the accession negotiations. Strong economic performance, in turn, willstrengthen its claims for full membership with the implication that the EU anchor willbecome a progressively powerful signal for domestic and foreign investors, and so thecycle continues. The electoral success of the AKP in 2007 is an indication that thisvirtuous cycle is likely to continue, although the path to EU membership is likely to bea long and protracted process. Turkey is unlikely to receive the magnitudes ofadjustment assistance that the new Eastern European members of the EU havereceived on the path to full-membership (Dervis¸ et al., 2004). The main benefit of theEU anchor during the transition phase is likely to be its positive impact on long-termforeign capital. Indeed, Turkey has started to attract respectable amounts of FDI (Table3). Yet, much of the FDI has been in the form of mergers and acquisitions rather thangreen-field investment and question marks can be raised against sustainability oncethe opportunities for large scale privatization are largely exhausted.
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Table 3 FDI flows to Turkey in comparative perspective (in milliondollars) Years Turkey Poland Czech Rep. Mexico2004 2,7d65 7,860 4,463 15,4352005 9,805 9,602 11,128 18,7222006 20,120 13,922 5,957 19,037
Source: World Development Indicators, UNCTAD WIR 2007.Even under the benign, virtuous cycle scenario, the management of seriousdistributional tensions emerges as a central economic and political challenge. Elementsof such a tension can easily be recognized by examining the reactions of various groupsin Turkish society to the impact of the new phase of neo-liberal restructuring in thepost-crisis era. The reports of key interest organizations reveal the following pattern,as summarized in Table 4. Large domestic conglomerates and the transnational capitalare broadly content with the process of re-structuring which has taken place since2001. Small and medium-sized business is also broadly supportive of a more stableand predictable macroeconomic environment generated in the post-2001 phase aswell as EU-sponsored reforms on the democratization front. Yet, key representatives ofsmall and medium-sized business such as MU¨ SI˙AD, an organization with close andorganic ties to the governing party, the AKP, tend to be highly critical of some of theregulatory reforms promoted by the IMF. This, in turn, illustrates the fact thatregulatory reforms are not distribution-neutral processes. A tightly regulated bankingsector may reduce the vulnerability of a country to future economic crises, but it mayalso distort the pattern of lending in favour of larger domestic and foreign firms withbetter reputations and lower risks of non-payment. Labor unions, a marginalizedelement in Turkish society throughout the neo-liberal era, are also critical of thedistributional impact of the latest phase of neo-liberal restructuring drawing particularattention to the lop-sided nature of the recovery process benefiting largely high-income groups and better-off regions of the country. They also point to the fact thatunemployment remains a serious social and economic problem and the recovery ofgrowth has not been accompanied by an equally strong surge in employment creation6.These intra- and interclass conflicts are likely to be deepened in the context of the newphase of accession negotiations with the EU. In a high growth environment, it will bepossible to contain such distributional tensions and their negative ramifications in areasonably smooth manner.

Table 4 Assessments of post-crisis economic performance by keyeconomic actorsTransnational capital Broadly favorable assessment; happy with thecourse of fiscal discipline and structural reforms;increasing confidence in the sustainability of therecovery process. In spite of improvements, stillconcerned with bureaucratic and legal barriersto FDI; emphasizes the need for furtherstructural reforms in the areas of tax policy andthe social security system; high social security
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premiums and high labor costs in general createunfair competition.Big business Diagnosis of the economic situation is very muchin line with the assessment provided by‘transnational capital’, singles out improvementin price stability and growth as key achievementsand largely confident that the growth processwill be sustainable. However, there are elementsof concern such as the persistence of largecurrent account deficit and high social securitypremiums causing unfair competition in thepresence of a large informal economy; stronglypromotes further tax and social security reformsincluding reduction in tax rates and socialsecurity premiums.Small andmedium-sizedbusiness Recognizes the positive aspects of the post-crisisrecovery process; however, it is also more criticalthan ‘transnational capital’ and ‘big business’concerning certain aspects of the recoveryprocess. Highly concerned about the importdependence of export production and thepersistence of the large current account deficit;SMEs would like to obtain a larger share ofbanking sector credits; rather critical of tight IMFdisciplines on the banking sector; more sensitiveto issues relating to unemployment and regionalinequality.Labor Highly critical of the recovery process. Attentionis drawn to the unequal and lop-sided characterof growth. The key argument is that this kind ofgrowth will not facilitate widespreademployment creation and poverty reduction;identifies heavy unemployment as a major socialand economic problem. Attention is also drawnto the regressive nature of the tax system.
Sources: See note 6.Under a high growth scenario, all social groups are likely to benefit in absolute terms,although relative gains may differ considerably. Moreover, governments in such anenvironment will have more instruments at their disposal to make distributionaltransfers, at least through policies targeted at the most disadvantaged segments ofsociety. If a high growth scenario cannot be sustained, however, distributional tensionsare likely to become far more visible and politically destabilizing. In the Turkishcontext, such reactions are more likely to manifest themselves in the resurgence ofnationalism both from the right and the left of the political spectrum.
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
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Economic crises tend to be costly. However, they can also open up avenues forsignificant structural change and institutional reform. The financial crisis that Turkeyexperienced in 2001 represented an important rupture in the country’s neo-liberalrestructuring process. The very depth of the crisis, affecting all segments of society atvarying degrees of intensity, was important in terms of generating a broad consensuson the need to achieve macroeconomic stability and making a clean break with theclientelism and corruption which had characterized the previous era. The economiccrisis entailed significant political ramifications, with the ensuing elections effectivelypenalizing all the established political parties represented in Parliament.The geo-strategic and the regional context in which Turkey found itself in the midst ofa severe financial crisis was also important in shaping the post-crisis environment andthe choices available to the key political actors. External actors such as the US, the IMFand the EU were heavily involved in the post-crisis restructuring process. The directinvolvement of the EU also meant that the new phase of Turkey’s neo-liberalrestructuring was accompanied by an important wave of democratization reforms.Certainly, if Turkey had found itself in a different regional environment thedemocratization impulse in the context of a severe macroeconomic crisis wouldprobably have constituted a much weaker element. The powers of the external actorsoriginated partly from the amount of financial resources made available (as in the caseof IMF, broadly in line with the US foreign policy objectives) and partly from theincentives provided for reform through a promise of future membership of a powerfulregional organization and the long-term material advantages that this is likely to entail(as in the case of the EU). One of the key implications of the heavy involvement ofexternal actors was a shift of power away from national policy actors and a parallelreduction in the powers of interest groups within and outside the state apparatusproviding resistance to the reform process. For example, politically difficult regulatoryreforms, particularly in the realm of the banking and financial sector, would not havebeen possible without such a major shift in the balance of power. Yet, structuralenvironment provides part of the explanation. The responses of key actors are alsoimportant in conditioning the final outcomes. In the Turkish context, the role of Dervis¸as a key technocratic figure with strong links to the transnational financial communitywas particularly important in the initial sub-phase of the restructuring processcorresponding to the tenure of the coalition governments which was, by and large,lukewarm to the reform process. Similarly, the AKP government’s commitment to andwillingness to go along with the IMF and the EU was also critical in terms of generatingconfidence among key elements of domestic and external capital and was instrumentalin generating a relatively smooth, and what is likely to prove sustainable, recoveryprocess. The response of the AKP government was also striking in the sense that itselectoral base involved a significant element of support from low-income strata. Thenew phase of neo-liberalism in Turkey has been associated with a process of re-building state capacity in line with the requirements of a globalized market economy.What we observe, however, is the emergence of a ‘regulatory state’ or a ‘competitionstate’. While this represents an improvement compared with the earlier phases ofTurkish neo-liberalism, its ability to address the problem of income inequality remainsseverely restricted. The new phase of neo-liberalism promises to bring about superiormacroeconomic performance without altering the fundamentally unequal andasymmetric nature of development which characterizes the neo-liberal model.
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NOTES1 The amount of financial assistance provided by the EU to Turkey for the years 2000and 2001 is 423 million Euros. For more information see the website:www.abgs.gov.tr.2 For contrasting interpretations of the reasons underlying the 2000/2001 financialcrises in Turkey, see Onis¸ and Rubin (2003),Akyuz and Boratav (2003), Cizre andYeldan (2005) and Yeldan (2006). Onis¸ and Rubin’s (2003) study takes into accountthe nature of domestic politics and the weak commitment on the part of the keypolitical actors whilst the others tend to place the primary blame on the IMF for failingto prevent a crisis in the context of an on-going program. Concerning the position oflarge conglomerates the following qualification is called for. Such conglomerates, whilelosing revenues due to declining sales and a contracting economy, benefitedasymmetrically from rising interest rates and depreciating domestic currency due tohigh levels of currency substitution and portfolio diversification on their part.3 The number of loans provided by the IMF in the post-crisis period amounted toapproximately 24 billion US dollars. The IMF provided 8 billion US dollars in theimmediate aftermath of the crisis during the course of 2001 and 9 billion US dollars in2002.4 For a useful comparison of different styles of social and political response to crises inLatin America and post-communist Eastern Europe employing Albert Hirschman’sconcepts of ‘exit’ and ‘voice’, see Greskovitz (1998). On the importance of informal tiesand family networks, see Bugra (2003).5 A recent report by the IMF also draws attention to the persistence of a large currentaccount deficit as a problem that needs to be addressed by the policymakers. See IMF(2005).6 The assessments of ‘transnational capital’ are based on the reports of institutions likethe IMF, the World Bank and the OECD. See IMF (2005); the World Bank (2003, 2006);OECD (2004a). For the perspective of ‘big business’ the key source of information isthe reports published by the key business association representing ‘big business’, ‘TheTurkish Industrialists and Businessmen’s Association’ (TUSIAD). See TUSIAD (2005).For ‘small and medium-sized business’, the assessment was based on the reports oftwo key business associations, ‘The Confederation of Chamber and Stock Exchanges inTurkey’ (TOBB), a semi official organization for every business unit has to beregistered and ‘The Independent Industrialists and Businessmen’s Association’(MUSIAD). See TOBB (2005) and MUSIAD (2005). In this context, see also OECD(2004b). For labor, the publications of TU¨ RK-I˙S¸, a major umbrella organization oflabor unions in Turkey, constitute the main source of information. See Bagdadioglu
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(2004). The annual assessment of the organization ‘Independent Social Scientists’provides a similar critical perspective. See Bagimsiz Sosyal Bilimciler (2005).
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